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explanations and reasoning by analogy” to
“quantum chemistry”†

Jeffrey I. Seeman *a and Dean J. Tantillo *b

“Soft theories,” i.e., “heuristic models based on reasoning by analogy” largely drove chemistry understanding

for 150 years or more. But soft theories have their limitations and with the expansion of chemistry in the

mid-20th century, more and more inexplicable (by soft theory) experimental results were being obtained.

In the past 50 years, quantum chemistry, most often in the guise of applied theoretical chemistry

including computational chemistry, has provided (a) the underlying “hard evidence” for many soft

theories and (b) the explanations for chemical phenomena that were unavailable by soft theories. In this

publication, we define “hard theories” as “theories derived from quantum chemistry.” Both soft and hard

theories can be qualitative and quantitative, and the “Houk quadrant” is proposed as a helpful

categorization tool. Furthermore, the language of soft theories is often used appropriately to describe

quantum chemical results. A valid and useful way of doing science is the appropriate use and application

of both soft and hard theories along with the best nomenclature available for successful communication

of results and ideas.
1. Introduction

Since World War II, chemistry has grown and morphed
tremendously. The complexity of the chemistry achieved has
increased almost beyond imagination. The evidence is stun-
ning, including the structures and physical and chemical
properties of the compounds being studied, the detailed
mechanisms of their reactions being revealed, and the total
syntheses of these compounds being accomplished. In addi-
tion, the vast number of publications appearing annually, and
the speed at which these achievements are being reported has
far eclipsed previous generations. It is impossible to read or
even scan all the literature in anyone's own research area.

Along with this clear progress have been several trans-
formations in the processes used by chemists in their research
endeavors. One dramatic change over the past decades has been
the increasing power and diversity of instrumentation, driven in
part by computer technology that has grown exponentially, as
predicted by Moore's Law. Computer technology has also been
a driver in the development of expediters of research, such as
word processing, on-line literature searching, ChemDraw,
mond, Richmond, VA 23173, USA. E-mail:

lifornia – Davis, Davis, CA 95616, USA.

ration of his 90th year who, when asked
imentalist, responded, “The molecules
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bibliographic applications, on-line journal submission and
review processes, among other research-process enhancements.
The days of typewriters, Leroy Lettering, and paste-on chemical
structures are long gone – and largely unknown to most
chemists today.

Prior to the application of quantummechanics to chemistry,
chemists had only heuristic models1 to explain their results.

“A heuristic technique is any approach to problem solving or
self-discovery that employs a practical method that is not
guaranteed to be optimal, perfect, or rational, but is neverthe-
less sufficient for reaching an immediate, short-term goal or
approximation. Where nding an optimal solution is impos-
sible or impractical, heuristic methods can be used to speed up
the process of nding a satisfactory solution. Heuristics can be
mental shortcuts that ease the cognitive load of making a deci-
sion. Examples that employ heuristics include using trial and
error, a rule of thumb or an educated guess.”2

In this paper, we shall use the term “so theories” to mean
“heuristic models based on reasoning by analogy.”

A transformation has occurred during the past few decades
in the way chemists explain their results, predict future obser-
vations, plan the next experiments, and divine physical and
chemical properties of hypothetical systems. Today, chemists
rely on quantum chemistry, oen in the form of density-
functional theory (DFT), that goes far beyond what was
possible solely in the era of so theories. This transformation
has not led to a complete discard of the old, well-honed intuitive
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486 | 11461
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Chemical Science Perspective
uses of so theory. Rather, chemists oen begin with so
theory, progress to quantum chemistry, which we term “hard
theory,” then seize upon the language of so theory to more
clearly describe their ndings and conclusions. By “theory” we
refer to concepts that connect molecular structure with energy
and its broadest applications.

In this paper, we shall use the term “hard theories” to mean
“theories derived from quantum chemistry.”

It is also important to understand that both so and hard
theories can be either qualitative or quantitative. That is,
a qualitative application does not necessarily belong to a so
theory. And a quantitative application does not necessarily
belong to a hard theory. This plurality will be discussed in more
detail in Section 6.

The objective of this paper is to distinguish between these
different paradigms and highlight the strengths and weak-
nesses of each. We will focus on why certain experimental
observations can be explained only by quantum chemical
theory, sometimes with and oen without computational
assistance. We will also support the continued use of both so
and hard theories – indeed, of all the tools and models1 that
enhance scholarship and utility, a further vote in favor of
pluralism in chemistry.3–6

2. Soft theories versus hard theories7

So theories are based on parametrization and correlation and
carry with them inherent approximations. “Ortho- and para-
directing substituents” in aromatic chemistry, steric, elec-
tronic, and stereoelectronic effects, and the use of curly arrows8

in reaction mechanisms are examples of so theories. In the
history of physical organic chemistry, so theory was notably
used in the nonclassical carbocation debate, as illustrated by
Herbert C. Brown's analyses of the nonclassical ion problem
and by Paul von R. Schleyer's rebuttals to Brown;9 by Ned
Arnett's review of classical and nonclassical “Carbocations”,10

and inWilliam Goodwin's historical analysis of the nonclassical
ion problem in 2013.11

So theories can be manipulated to accommodate almost
any set of experimental results.12 So theories are typically used
to provide qualitative predictions before experiments are per-
formed and to qualitatively explain experimental results aer
the results have been obtained. Prior to the development of
robust, reliable quantum chemical theory and computational
soware, so theory was all that could be used to analyze the
relationships between structure and the physical and chemical
properties of molecules.

Hard theories, if applied without approximations, can
predict the exact results of an experiment before the experiment
is performed. Hard theories in mechanistic chemistry are
directly based on quantum chemistry and thus depend on
quantum chemical models that are created outside the
phenomena they explain.13,14 Also as described in Section 6,
hard theories can be both qualitative and quantitative. Both so
and hard theories can be either qualitative or quantitative. In
the course of modern research, there has been mixing of hard
and so theories. Deviation from rst principles turns hard
11462 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486
theory into so theory, such as continuum solvation
models.15–17

Yexenia Nieves-Quinones and Daniel Singleton have recently
divided hard theories into two subcategories: “thick” and “thin”
as they relate to reaction mechanisms.18 Thin mechanisms
focus exclusively on specic key structures, such as transition
states and intermediates. Thick mechanisms “are complete
descriptions of the atomic motions that transform reactants to
products.”18 Both thick and thin theories are quantitative, with
thin theories examining far less of a reaction's potential energy
surface (PES).

The transition state (TS) concept has a long and valuable
history in chemistry. That history began in the so theory era and
continues vibrantly within the hard theory framework. The slow,
i.e., many decades, transition of the transition state from the so
to the hard paradigm will be discussed briey in Section 5.

To contrast these two modes of analysis, one of us (DJT)
jokes with his students that any good organic chemist carries
around at least two competing so explanations for any
phenomenon and, once an observation is made and the result is
known, proclaims that one of the explanations must be correct.
This revelation is immediately followed by comments on how
“good quantum chemistry done well” could have predicted the
outcome ahead of time. This discourse is intended to provide
some levity but also a dose of reality. The other of us (JIS) adds,
that had subsequently obtained experimental results demon-
strated that the phenomenon observed was actually the oppo-
site of what had been originally thought, the same good organic
chemist could easily adopt one of the other competing so
explanations and be equally self-congratulatory and equally well
cheered by his peers.

So explanations may, in some cases, be shown to originate
in quantum chemistry, e.g., note the efforts by some theoretical
chemists to provide a theoretical underpinning to arrow
pushing (vide infra).19–21 Over 25 years ago, Dennis H. Rouvray
discussed the necessity of analogies in the development of
science, e.g., “that like structures exhibit like behavior,”22 in
mathematical terms.23 Indeed, it would be unreasonable if
broadly-successful so theories – generated over decades of
experimental results and deep thinking by the community of
chemists – were not ultimately underpinned by quantum
chemistry, although such coincidences are possible, e.g., “the
right answer for the wrong reason.” It is important to note,
however, that the application of hard theories can be hampered
by practical factors that induce error bars on predictions that
limit their utility (vide infra).
3. Before 1965: soft explanations and
reasoning by analogy

To appreciate fully and understand so theory, examples will be
given in a somewhat chronological sequence. We shall begin
with structural analysis, then discuss the physical properties of
molecules, before moving into the analysis of chemical reac-
tions. In a sense, we shall cross over 100 years of physical
organic chemistry in short order.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Perspective Chemical Science
We begin. Benzene was rst isolated by Michael Faraday in
1825. A two-hundred-year-old sample from Faraday is on exhibit
at the Royal Institution in London. From the 1860s, a number of
proposals were made for the structure of benzene, including that
of August Kekuĺe (oscillating 1,3,5-cyclohexatrienes), James Dewar
(bicyclo[2.2.0]hexa-1,4-diene), and Albert Ladenburg (“prismane”)
(Fig. 1). Using the simple “isomer counting” method, chemists
were able to distinguish the Kekuĺe and Ladenburg structures for
benzene from the Dewar structure, in that only one mono-
substituted benzene isomer was and is known. Using the same
method but for disubstituted benzenes, the Kekuĺe structure can
be distinguished from the Ladenburg structure. The earliest uses
of isomer counting of the monosubstituted benzenes is a retro-
spective justication for Kekuĺe’s structure, because at the time
when this question was open, one did not have access to different
mono- or disubstituted benzenes. But this technique continued
through the years, even by one of the authors of this paper (JIS) to
assign congurational isomers of substituted benzenes using
laser jet spectroscopy.24,25

Isomer counting, of course, is also based on a theory, the
structural theory. But structural theories prior to quantum
chemistry were all so theories. Without the application of
quantum chemistry, features such as the instability of cyclo-
butadiene, or the stability (both kinetic and thermodynamic) of
benzene or cyclopentadienyl anion or cyclopropenyl cation are
not explicable on any fundamental basis. The argument of the
Fig. 1 The use of the isomer counting method was key to the 19th centu
Ladenburg's prismane structures were abandoned. Isomer counting for
details. The arguments get complicated when considering the isomers s
version of these postulated isomers would account for only a single isola
molecular orbital description explored fully by Hückel in the 1930s27–29 an
Wheland in 193330 were ultimately demonstrated to be equivalent by Sha
of isomer counting is equivalent to symmetry arguments. See discussion

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
stability of the aromatic sextet is so theory and a circular
argument.14,34–36

The point we are here making is, the scientists involved in
the chemistry depicted in Fig. 1 did not rely on fundamental
theories of the structure of matter or of molecular bonding to
derive the correct structures of the compounds they studied.
Chemists used so theory, which was based on the most
sophisticated theoretical understandings of the time. Opti-
mally, experiment and theory ought to develop at the same rate.
But typically, experiment precedes theory by a generation or
more. This may be changing today.

Parenthetically, we point out that a collection of 217 “basic
isomeric topological structures” having the benzene formula
C6H6 has been provided by Gopalpur Nagendrapp.37 Surely
more advanced analytical and theoretical methodologies would
be needed to determine the likelihood of which of these 217
might be a stable or even a metastable molecule.38–40

With a reasonably workable understanding of chemical
structure in the late 1800s but with no real knowledge of what
a chemical bond is,41,42 chemists began to collect a wide
assortment of information about their science: the isolation
and structure determination of new compounds; the physical
properties of those compounds; and ultimately, the chemical
properties – their reactivities and interconversions – of those
compounds. So theories were used advantageously in these
achievements.
ry assignment of the Kekulé structure to benzene. Dewar benzene and
aromatic systems was used as late as 1914.26 See text for additional
hown in the hypothetical eqn (1); exceptionally fast rates of intercon-
ted o-xylene. Ultimately, quantum chemistry came to the rescue. The
d the valence bond description using resonance theory by Pauling and
ik and Hiberty.31–33 Though it was not emphasized at the time, the logic
about “unforeseeable knowledge” in Section 7.

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486 | 11463



Fig. 2 (top line) Early examples of cyclic systems that were identified, one-by-one, in the 19th century. (bottom two lines) Early examples of
determining chemical structures and reactivity patterns by analogy.

Fig. 3 A series of reactions comparing the effect of the same set of
substituents (-X) on different reactions.

Chemical Science Perspective
For example, there is structural analogy and reaction
analogy. Once chemists knew that benzene had the Kekulé
structure, then the structures of pyridine, pyrazine, and ulti-
mately pyrrole and other polyunsaturated compounds were
determined one by one (Fig. 2).43 It is standard logic in chem-
istry to expect that, for example, if one can oxidize any one
alcohol to a carbonyl group or prepare an acetate from the
alcohol, then one can do the same reactions with other alcohols
to get the analogous products (Fig. 2). This logic is based on the
recognition and identication of functional groups in organic
compounds, a direct intellectual and structural descendant of
the 19th century concept of “radicals” which were the stable
parts of a compound that retained their identities through
a series of reactions. As organic chemistry advanced in the 19th

century, several versions of structural “types” were advanced.
These eventually led to the concept of functional groups.43–46

Progress in chemistry was made possible by reasoning by
analogy and so theory.

Also in the mid-1860s, even more basic studies of structure
determination were under way: the accomplishments of Dmitri
Mendeleev and Lothar Meyer.47–50 The periodic system of the
elements was based on experimental observations and
insightful intuition but not on any fundamental theory. As such,
the pre-quantum chemical periodic system is a so theory.

Another aspect of reasoning by analogy in the fourth quarter
of the 19th century was the prediction of the speed of reactions,
that is, the effect of substituents on chemical reactivity. For
example,51 A. W. Hoffmann and Nikolai Menschutkin observed
the role of structure on amine alkylation in the 1870s.52,53 Fiy
years later in 1928, Karl Kindler – the Kindler who in 1918 re-
ported the partial synthesis of quinine with Paul Rabe54 – was
the rst to quantify steric effects by comparing the rates of
hydrolysis of substituted benzoates and cinnamates.55 Kindler's
steric explanation was surely a so explanation, given that it was
only in 1927 that the strong attractive forces between two atoms
had its own quantum chemical explanation.41 Indeed, the entire
(early) electronic theory of organic chemistry developed by
Robert Robinson56,57 and Christopher Ingold58–60 was a so
theory. Perhaps the most important of the early so theories
was due to Louis P. Hammett who, in the late 1930s, pioneered
11464 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486
a linear free energy technique. The Hammett equation
compared the electronic effect of substituents on different but
related reactions (Fig. 3).61,62 As will be discussed in Section 6,
use of the Hammett equation is an example of so theory used
in a quantitative fashion56,57

In the 1950s and 1960s, chemists developed a variety of
“principles” that provided so explanations for the effect of
substituents on the rates and product distributions of various
reactions. George Hammond's postulate, sometimes referred to
as the Hammond–Leffler postulate, related the structure of
a transition state to the structure of its reactants and products
as a function of the activation energies.63–65 The Curtin–Ham-
mett principle related the product ratio obtained from
a compound that exists in multiple conformations to the free
energy difference of their respective transition state ener-
gies.66–68 In 1963, Ralph G. Pearson proposed a hard and so
acids and bases theory that has been used to explain reaction
mechanisms by relating the nature of the charge states and
polarizability of the reacting substrates.69 The reactivity–selec-
tivity principle proposed that with increasing reactivity,
decreasing selectivity would be observed. It can be readily seen
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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that the above principles are so, qualitative concepts – even
though they can be used with quantitative experimental data.
That is, the explanations for the quantitative data are so. The
fact that most of these would not stand the test of time, and
chemistry would advance into the realm of hard theory realm
did not slow the earlier progress.

Chemists pulled together the “so theories and reasoning by
analogy” as described briey above to enhance their abilities in
structure determination and synthesis. For example, over
several centuries, the classical method of structure determina-
tion evolved.70,71 The method worked as follows: the unknown
compound was treated with reagents that were known to cause
partial degradation (or simply heated in the absence of another
substance) (Fig. 4). The resultant degradation products were
isolated, puried and, if possible, identied by comparison with
already known compounds, e.g., 1, or 2 or 3. If a certain
degradation product could not be identied, e.g., 1 in the
graphic, then it was treated as a new unidentied compound
and degraded further, e.g., to 4, 5, and 6, and so on. Thinking
backwards, the chemist tried to determine what compound
could have been degraded into the subsequently fragmented,
Fig. 4 The classical method of structure determination70 involved a se
analyses. See the text for further explanation of this method. Modified fr

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
then identied compounds. All the logic was based on so
theory and reasoning by analogy. As Roald Hoffmann and Pierre
Laszlo said, “Our discipline is a curious mix of empirical
observation and abstract reasoning.“72

As evidence of the success of the classical method of struc-
ture determination, the structures of numerous natural prod-
ucts including terpenoids, steroids, and alkaloids were
determined prior to 1950; examples are shown in Fig. 5. These
structures were also determined using reasoning by analogy,
perhaps the most remarkable being the structural assignments
made by Emil Fischer's elucidation of 16 stereoisomeric
glucoses. True, there were many mistakes made along the way,
oen by very good chemists,70,73 but overall it is remarkable how
well this technique worked. Very important was the parallel
growth in synthetic capability, so that many of the structures
could be conrmed by total synthesis – another application of
so theory.

Here we have an alluring paradox. On the one hand, the
explanatory tools available to chemists prior to the 1950s were
remarkably simple as they were limited. For example, the
eminent organic chemist John D. Roberts said,
ries of degradation steps followed by identification steps, and reverse
om a figure in Seeman.71

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486 | 11465



Fig. 5 Range of structures determined by organic chemists prior to 1950 using the classical method of structure determination,70 as illustrated in
Fig. 4. In most cases shown, absolute and relative configurations were determined in later years.

Fig. 6 An illustration of the buttressing and thus enhancement of the
steric effect on the reactivity of a pyridine nitrogen in a nucleophilic
reaction, e.g., the reaction of these pyridines with alkyl halides.84,85

Chemical Science Perspective
“It may seem unbelievable, but in 1938, our best instrument
for characterization [of organic compounds] was the
thermometer.”74

On the other hand, their achievements were spectacular.
How could chemists have been so successful despite such

limited tools? The answer: hard work, brilliance, a dedication to
their science to explain the successes, and a zealous commit-
ment to the consistent, logical use of so theories while using
the entire body of chemical knowledge. Chemists of that era
were also unaware of the advances and shortcuts that would
develop within their own future, and thus they were not prone
to prospective depression. Beginning in the mid-1950s, chem-
ists were able to perform structure determination within days,
then hours, by X-ray crystallography, rather than the years, if not
decades, using the classical method of structure determination
(Fig. 4).

What makes chemistry particularly challenging, and thus
alluring, is its unpredictability. So theories work, most of the
time. But the gods of chemistry, smiling from high on Mount
Lavoisier, provide many exceptions to “so theories and
reasoning by analogy.” To establish the point, hardly any
chemical reaction performed in the laboratory takes place in
100% yield. There are always side products, oen described by
the performers as “tar” which are removed as quickly as
possible in the purication of the desired if not the major
product of a reaction. And the desired product is not always
formed, even in low yield. If so theories were perfect, every
reaction would proceed exactly as predicted and would proceed
11466 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486
without exception in quantitative yield. (As will become evident
in the sequel (see Section 11), hard theories are not always
perfect either. Indeed, they all incorporate some approxima-
tions, given the complexities of the required mathematics.)

Chemists soon enough discovered that even slight structural
changes from one molecule to the next could produce unex-
pected variations in properties. Chemists began to collect the
exceptions to the models and develop rules that incorporated,
with time and experience, more and more of the exceptions.
That is, the exceptions motivated the invention of their own
(responsive) so rules.75 Models were built upon models. So
upon so! It was natural for chemists in the years leading up to
the 1960s to apply a variety of so theories. Chemists became
adept at applying carefully selected models for specic uses as
required in their research trajectories.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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For example, nonadditivity of substituent effects has
rendered great challenges to so theories.76–80 As illustrated by
the buttressing interactions shown in red in Fig. 6, the effective
“steric” size of the substituent R1 can be increased as R2

becomes bulkier, a so explanation that is impossible to
quantify accurately on the basis of intuition. Simple models of
steric hindrance were altered to take into consideration
nonadditive steric effects. Much research was directed to
develop linear free energy models like Hammett's that
combined electronic and steric effects, introducing multi-
parametric relationships with parameters that were oen
characterized as “unrealistic.”75,81 Such theory manipulation is
like adding a so theory onto a so theory. Ultimately, quantum
chemistry has been used to quantify this type of nonadditive
substituent effect.82 This diversity of models may be one of the
underlying explanations why several philosophers and histo-
rians of chemistry, e.g.Hasok Chang6 and Joachim Schummer,83

say that chemistry is a pluralistic science.
“So theories and reasoning by analogy” share an interesting

fate: with time, they either rise to a certain level of sophistication
and grow no further in explanative value or they disappear
entirely. Many so theories continue to this day, e.g., every organic
chemist uses curly arrows to discuss reaction pathways and
mechanisms. And on a much more substantive scale, linear free
energy relationships continue to ndmuch utility, even in 2022.86

In contrast, Herbert Mayr has provided strong evidence that
both the reactivity-selectivity principle87 and the hard-so acid-base
theory88have lived far beyond their useful lifetimes. Peter Schreiner
et al. showed that certain conformational analyses, once thought to
be dominated by destabilizing steric effects, are controlled by
attractive electronic effects.89 And Sason Shaik, Philippe Hiberty,
et al. showed that the hexagonal shape of benzene is due, not to the
aromatic p-bonds but rather the s-bonds.90 These are examples of
“so theories and reasoning by analogy” being replaced by
quantum chemical theories, as discussed below. This trans-
formation in ideas and accepted solutions is an example of
competing ideologies in the advancement of science.91
4. What quantum chemistry can do
that soft theory and reasoning by
analogy cannot do
a. Everything!

As we see it, quantum chemistry serves three functions related
to hard and so theories of structure and reactivity. First, new
hard theories can arise directly from quantum chemistry, both
from quantum chemical principles and from quantum chem-
ical results. Examples are given in Section 4a–4c. Second,
quantum chemistry can be used to validate or invalidate so
theories. Examples are given in Section 4d. Third, quantum
chemical results can be used to convert so models from
qualitative to quantitative. Examples are discussed in Section
4e. Section 6 also speaks to these issues, by providing examples
of qualitative and quantitative so and hard theories.

In 2022, Gernot Frenking wrote,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
“Chemistry is an example of a scientic discipline that can
be pursued extremely successfully without understanding its
basis – the chemical bond. The formation of the chemical bond
can only be understood if the electrons are described by a wave
function.”41

Beginning in 1962,92 soware for quantum chemical
computations was being made available by the Quantum
Chemical Program Exchange (QCPE) by the originators of the
soware. Soon enough, such soware became available from
commercial enterprises as well. From the mid-1960s, more and
more research reporting computational chemistry appeared in
the literature. As an early 21st century textbook in computa-
tional chemistry reported,

“If one canmeasure it, one can predict it”93 by computational
methods.

We think it is fair to go beyond this statement, to say,

“If one can imagine it, one can calculate it and thus predict
its properties.”

In the absence of an experimental observation, to calculate
means to predict.

Even the structures of compounds that may not or can never
be made can be calculated.94

In the following section, we look at several of the earliest
necessary applications of quantum chemistry to solve
a problem that otherwise was unsolvable.
b. The application of quantum chemistry to spectroscopy
and aromaticity

In the 1930s and 1940s, spectroscopists, who had expertise in
theoretical chemistry, applied quantum chemistry to explain
their experimental results. Robert S. Mulliken, one of the
inventors of molecular orbital theory in 1928,95,96 focused most
of his career at explaining the electronic structure of mole-
cules.97–100 The closest Mulliken came to chemical reactions was
the study of charge–transfer complexes, mostly between Lewis
acids and Lewis bases.101 Mulliken and others certainly applied
quantum chemistry to the analysis of the electronic structure of
molecules and to the earliest studies of bonding, notably Mul-
liken's studies of charge–transfer complexes.101,102 It was to
others to study chemical reactions and the changes in bonding
that occur during those reactions.

The successful model of the synergy between molecular
spectroscopy and theory did not translate to other elds of
chemistry for many reasons, including: the fact that molecular
spectroscopy was very specialized with nomenclature and reli-
ance on group theory, symmetry elements and physics-like
jargon; the achievements of molecular spectroscopy did not
reach across other subdisciplines; spectroscopists were
studying individual molecules and their excited states, not
reactions; the molecules studied by spectroscopists were simple
and chemists studying more complex molecules did not see the
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486 | 11467
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transferability or relevance to their research; there was little
communication among the subdisciplines.

Using his breakthrough molecular orbital theory, Erich
Hückel explained the source of stabilization of benzene and other
six-p electron systems in the 1930s and distinguished between 4n
and 4n + 2 systems, though he did not propose that mathematical
rule.27–29 Hückel's explanations were certainly hard theories.
Ironically, even Erich Hückel's brother Walter Hückel, an
eminent physical organic chemist, hardly mentioned molecular
orbital theory in the 1955 edition of his massive, two-volume
textbook Theoretical Principles of Organic Chemistry.43

Quantum chemistry was little used to explain chemical
reactivity until the 1950s, when computational and theoretical
chemists used Hückel theory and simple LCAO MO (linear
combination of atomic orbital molecular orbital)103–106 theory to
explain the reactivity of aromatic compounds toward substitu-
tion reactions. Their focus was on deriving a wide variety of
reactivity indices. The underlying reason for this research
strategy is that the compounds being studied were planar.
Theory and computing power had not yet reached the stage
where calculations could be performed on nonplanar
compounds undergoing complex chemical reactions. This all
changed with the development of extended Hückel theory (eHT)
Fig. 7 (top) Examples of thermal and photochemical cycloadditions th
reactions depend on geometry, strain, electrostatics and polarization, Pau
[2 + 2] cycloadditions are fine thermally– if the appropriate orbital symme
be overcome, or if the substituents cause significant asymmetry and th
(bottom) Examples of valence isomerizations in vitamin D chemistry.125–

tions, alternation in the number of electrons involved and whether the
references, see Woodward and Hoffmann's major treatise of 1969122 or

11468 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486
in William Lipscomb's group at Harvard107,108 followed imme-
diately by applications by one of its key developers, Roald
Hoffmann,109 and others110–113 using eHT and related theo-
ries.114,115 The rst real steps of computational chemistry and
reactions in the three-dimensional world were reported by R. B.
Woodward and Hoffmann in 1965.116–119
c. The Woodward–Hoffmann rules

In 1962, William von Eggers Doering gave the moniker “no-
mechanism” to reactions that were also called valence isomer-
izations. Doering asserted that

“‘No-mechanism’ is the designation given, half in jest, half
in desperation, to ‘thermo-reorganization’ reactions like the
Diels–Alder and the Claisen and Cope rearrangements in which
modern, mechanistic scrutiny discloses insensitivity to catal-
ysis, little response to changes in medium and no involvement
of common intermediates, such as carbanions, free radicals,
carbonium ions and carbenes.”120

The rst and most dramatic cleavage in complex reaction
chemistry from so theories to quantum chemistry-based
theory (hard theory) was the solution to the pericyclic no-
at were or were not reported in the early 1960s and earlier. These
li repulsion and dispersion effects as well as orbital symmetry factors.121

try-required geometries can be achieved and a high energy barrier can
e reaction proceeds by a non-Woodward–Hoffmann pathway.122–124
127 Importantly, these are examples of alternating stereospecific reac-
reactions are thermal or photochemical. For more details and leading
a more recent historical survey.128

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 Correlation between the computed activation enthalpies of [4
+ 2] cycloaddition reactions and enthalpies of reaction. Black circles
refer to heterocycles plus dihydrogen; purple circles refer to PAHs plus
dihydrogen; orange circles refer to heterocycles plus ethylene; and
teal circles refer to PAHs plus ethylene. From Hayden and Houk.138

Reprinted with permission from A. E. Hayden, K. N. Houk, J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2009, 131, 4084–4089, https//:doi.org/10.1021/ja809142x.
Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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mechanism problem (Fig. 7). No amount of linear free energy
models, curly arrows, intuitive use of steric effects, and any
other of the so tools used by chemists at that time could solve
the no-mechanism problem.

To explain the mechanisms of these reactions and their
allowed or forbidden nature as well as their stereochemical
outcomes, something new had to be discovered, and it wasn't
more experimental data. That something new was the applica-
tion of quantum chemistry to these chemical reactions. Through
a combination of qualitative (frontier molecular orbital consid-
eration, correlation and state diagrams, interaction diagrams,
and qualitative perturbation theory) and quantitative quantum
chemistry (extended Hückel calculations of very simple potential
energy surfaces), the mechanism of all pericyclic reactions was
formulated. This solution is known today as the Woodward–
Hoffmann rules, as Woodward and Hoffmann produced the
explanations and the generalizations for all these reaction types
in a series of ve communications in 1965116–119,129 and an
extensive treatise in 1969.122 Credit also goes to Luitzen Oos-
terhoff130 and Kenichi Fukui103 who provided orbital symmetry
explanations for certain reactions before Woodward and Hoff-
mann and to H. Christopher Longuet-Higgins,131 Howard E.
Zimmerman,132,133 and Michael J. S. Dewar134,135 who provided
key insights into the mechanism of pericyclic reactions aer
Woodward and Hoffmann. The contributions of all these
chemists involved quantum chemistry.

From a historical perspective, the solution to the pericyclic no-
mechanism problem, i.e., the Woodward–Hoffmann rules, was
not particularly distinct from other subsequent explanations that
emerged from theory. The fact is, theWoodward–Hoffmann rules
were the rst and served as very visible and affirmative models for
future use of quantum chemistry to explain experimental results
in the realm of complex chemical reactions.
d. Providing fundamental explanations for all so theory
conjectures or refuting them

All so theory conjectures can be examined with quantum
chemical tools, though the quantitative aspects of both are
subject to uncertainty. This process can lead to validation or
invalidation, again subject to the assumptions underlying the
theory. The former then associates the model with a physics-
based rationale, while the latter can lead to a new physics-
based model. A representative example of each is provided here.

Validation. The Bell–Evans–Polanyi principle relates activa-
tion enthalpies to enthalpies of reactions.65,136 Is this correlation
borne out in quantum chemical studies? Fig. 8 shows enthalpies
of activation plotted against enthalpies of reaction, all computed
with quantum chemistry, for four classes of reaction.137–139 In
general, as the enthalpy of reaction increases, so does the acti-
vation enthalpy, but the strength of the correlation varies. One
could say, if one is generous, then the somodel is validated. One
could also say that the quantum chemical investigation into the
merits of the somodel (this is just one example of many) can set
the stage for subsequent work shining light on both the merits
and the limits of the so model.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Invalidation. The minimum energy structure of benzene on
its potential energy surface has D6h symmetry, i.e., all six C–C
bonds have equal lengths. Thousands and thousands
(millions?) of students have been taught that this high
symmetry is a result of p-delocalization, i.e., resonance
involving contributing Lewis structures such as those shown in
Fig. 1. This model is so, but what does quantum chemistry say
on the issue? In short, results of quantum chemistry indicate
that it is actually the s-framework of benzene that enforces six-
fold symmetry of benzene. That does not mean that p-delocal-
ization is not energetically favorable, just that it is not favorable
enough without the s-framework to force this geometry. Sason
Shaik, Philippe Hiberty and co-workers described this impor-
tant conclusion in a thoughtful and thorough review90 that
discusses the history of what we term a so model and its
transition to a hard model via quantum chemistry:

“The delocalized p-electronic component of benzene is
unstable toward a localizing distortion and is at the same time
stabilized by resonance relative to a localized reference structure.
The duality is not a gment of VB theory or MO theory. It is rather
an observable which emerges from all theories including density
functional theory (DFT) at almost any level of sophistication.”90

But in this case, for good or bad, the so model is so
entrenched, so comforting, that many choose not to believe the
hard evidence.

Note that these examples also highlight that a validation/
invalidation dichotomy is too simple. In the rst case, so
models were validated, but not universally and not without
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486 | 11469
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necessitating renement of the model. In the second case, the
overall model was invalidated, but a key so principle—delocal-
ization is energetically favorable—was not. As should occur in
science, models are rened and only the bathwater is thrown out.
e. Uncovering information that is not visible to practitioners
of only so theory

We have already provided one example: the Woodward–Hoff-
mann rules (Section 4c). But there are many more.

The PES associated with a given chemical formula can be
calculated. Of particular interest are the local minima, i.e., the
stable or metastable conformations of a compound and its
stereoisomers, which are connected by rst-order saddle points
(transition structures) on the PES. The lowest-energy path
connecting two local minima can also be calculated as well as
other reaction paths. The deduction of reaction mechanisms is
oen the target objective of this kind of research. As Frank
Jensen said in his review of computational chemistry in 2021,

“Deducing reaction mechanisms by locating transition
structures and calculating activation energies has been, and
continues to be, a central application of Computational
Chemistry methods. The ‘arrow-pushing’ description of the
electronic reorganization in a chemical reaction combined with
the decades long experience of countless researchers have made
the realization of organic reactions hugely successful. Never-
theless, when proposed reaction mechanism are subjected to
detailed calculations, it is oen found that the computation
results indicate modied or alternative reaction pathways. The
accuracy of DFT [Density Functional Theory] methods is oen
sufficient to differentiate between alternative reaction path-
ways, and their computational efficiency in many cases makes it
possible to perform calculations on the exact experimental
system without resorting to model reactions.”140

As most compounds exist as a mixture of multiple, quickly
interconverting conformational isomers, a measured property
of a molecule reects thermal averaging over the various
Fig. 9 Transition structures (represented in ball-and-stick form; compu
SDD[6-31+G(d,p)]//PCM(CH2Cl2)–B3LYP-D3(BJ)/LANL2DZ[6-31G(d)] le
dirhodium tetracarboxylate-bound organic zwitterions. Image reproduce
Shaw, Chem. Sci. 2022, 13, 1030–1036, https//:doi.org/10.1039/D1SC0
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conformational isomers. And details of calculated reaction
dynamics, i.e., changes in structure versus time rather than
changes in energy versus structure, as for PESs, can provide
enormously telescopic witness to the motion of atoms in
a molecule entering or passing the region of an intermediate or
a transition state. Trajectories of molecular motion can be
determined, essentially following the course of reactions on the
femtosecond time scale.141–148

Computational quantum chemistry (hard theory) can also be
used to calculate equilibrium constants, reaction thermochem-
istry, heats of formation and combustion, kinetic isotope effects,
complexation energies, acidity and basicity, hydrogen bond
strengths, contributions from tunneling, any and all spectro-
scopic quantities, conductivity, as well as bulk thermodynamic
properties such as solvation effects and phase transitions.93 As
examples, recent progress has been made in the following areas:
the determination of preferred reaction pathways; the identica-
tion and characterization of reaction intermediates; the discovery
of novel reaction pathways, including those involving unusual
post-transition state trajectories;145–148 the distinction between
barrier heights and the widths of reaction pathways as controlling
factors in reaction selectivity (e.g., entropy effects);149 the predic-
tion of crystal structures, polymorphs and periodic systems; the
prediction of morphologies of amorphousmaterials; reaction and
catalyst design; the prediction of ligand-protein binding energies;
and materials and device design.150 Two illustrative examples of
the sort of information modern hard theory provides follow.

An added explanation may be of value. Many aspects of
chemistry remain unsolved, that is, theory has not yet caught up
to the experimental challenges. Still, even primitive theoretical
and computational approaches of today, as long as they are based
on quantum chemistry, remain within the domain of hard theory.
That is, the state of the art does not convert a hard theoretical
approach to a so one, though some might consider certain
computational results to be more qualitative than quantitative.

Transition structure geometries. There is a long history in the
eld of organic chemistry of proposing structures of competing
transition states for selective reactions. Before the accessibility of
quantum chemical calculations on synthetically relevant systems,
ted with density functional theory at the PCM(CH2Cl2)–B3LYP-D3(BJ)/
vel of theory; key distances labeled in Å) for competing SE2 reactions of
d from S. N. Dishman, C. J. Laconsay, J. C. Fettinger, D. J. Tantillo, J. T.
4622E with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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these structural models were oen derived by intuition fueled
primarily by consideration of steric effects,151–153 not always
effectively, even by themost elite of synthetic chemists.154 Inmany
cases, such models not only rationalized observed outcomes, but
were at least qualitatively predictive. But as quantum chemistry
was used to compute structures and energies of competing tran-
sition states for more andmore reactions, most so theories were
found to need renement, revision or even relegation to the trash
bin. Nowadays, detailed structures can be obtainedwith quantum
chemistry for all conformations of all competing transition
structures even for systems involving large organocatalysts or
organometallic catalysts (e.g., Fig. 9),155,156 and the factors inu-
encing the relative energies of competing structures can be
assessed with a variety of quantum chemical tools.157–159 Of
particular note is the recognition that the nestling together of two
hydrocarbon fragments in transition structures is not always
repulsive (the classic steric clash), but can also be attractive as
a result of favorable dispersion.160

Ab initio molecular dynamics. While chemists were capable
of, and were, thinking about the dynamic behavior of reacting
molecules in a so sense, it took simulations utilizing quantum
chemistry not only to validate some speculative so concepts but
also to reveal important subtleties. One such subtlety, which
turned out to be one of themost inuential mechanistic concepts
of the past couple of decades, is the concept of “dynamic
matching.”145–148 While many have contributed to this eld, Barry
Carpenter is the one who brought the concept of dynamic
matching to the world of organic chemistry and inspired many
since to carry out molecular dynamics simulations on reactions
using quantum chemistry. The concept of dynamic matching is
a classical one, but one which depends on quantum chemistry.
As a reacting molecule passes a transition state (which requires
quantum chemistry for its characterization), it has momentum (a
classical property). The momentum of a molecule exiting a tran-
sition state region does not disappear as a subsequent minimum
is reached. It can be “lost” if the molecule bumps into a barrier
and thermally equilibrates, but sometimes the momentum is
directed such that a barrier out of theminimum can be overcome
before thermal equilibration occurs. In the latter scenario, the
vibrations that are activated enroute to the minimum are
matched to (essentially the same as) those required to surmount
the barrier out of the minimum. Consequently, statistical rate
theories (e.g., classical transition state theory) fail, since these
assume that all stationary points (minima and transition struc-
tures) are thermally equilibrated, i.e., that history doesn't
matter.161,162 The quantum chemistry-based simulations of
Carpenter and others demonstrated clearly that this effect occurs.

The dynamic matching concept has sparked many subse-
quent quantum chemistry-based molecular dynamics studies
and fueled the development and discovery of other mechanistic
features that play important roles in organic reactions. Perhaps
the most notable result is the recognition that many organic
and biological reactions involve post-transition state bifurca-
tions in downhill paths from transition structures on PESs and
that momentum is the key to howmolecules navigate past these
forks in the road to form one or another product.163–165
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
f. Distinguishing among various possible quantum
chemical-based explanations and establishing a rule or
principle

i. Determination of the underlying basis of the covalent
bond. Frenking and co-workers have shown that the covalent
bond draws its strength not from

“the intuitively plausible idea of the electronic charge accu-
mulating in the bonding region between two atoms and expe-
riencing attraction to the two nuclei that stabilizes the bound
species [but rather] by the lowering of the kinetic energy density
of the shared electrons in the bonding region.”42

It should be noted that some still debate the relative
importance of the kinetic energy effect.166

ii. The origins of activation enthalpies. Why do chemical
reactions have barriers at all? This is a fundamental question for
which a model based on quantum chemistry and appealing to
experimental chemists has only recently arisen (although many
may have anticipated thismodel). Saidmodel is referred to as both
the “distortion/interaction” model and the “activation strain”
model.139 In thismodel, a computed transition structure is cut into
pieces corresponding to reactants and the energies of these pieces
are compared to those of fully relaxed reactants. The difference
between the energies of relaxed reactants and reactants con-
strained to their geometries in the transition structure is referred
to as the distortion energy or activation strain. The difference
between the distortion energy and the activation barrier is referred
to as the interaction energy. This approach allows one to deter-
mine, for example, whether differences in activation barriers for
related reactions result primarily from distortion or interaction
and then use that information for reaction design. The origins of
the interaction energy can be further analyzed using an energy
decomposition analysis method.167 This model is derived from
quantum chemical results, but it involves approximations in how
distortion energy is computed and its origins, which are related to
localizing inherently delocalized distributions of electrons/
electron density.158 Thus, there are those who complain about
the physical validity of the model and others who have embraced
its widespread utility (a sentiment captured many years ago by
Michael J. S. Dewar who said, “The only criterion of a model is its
usefulness, not its ‘truth'.”168) Is thismodel hard?We say yes, given
its quantum chemical basis, but it does point to issues of
approximation and language that warrant further discussion.
5. The transition state within the
framework of both soft theory and
hard theory

The transition state (TS) model and the PES concept are not, on
their own, hard theories. In other words, there is a somodel of
potential energy surfaces that relates structure and energy. One
does not need quantum mechanics (QM) to think about or use
TSs and PESs — even today, chemists do so using molecular
mechanics calculated energies. Of course, it is well recognized
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486 | 11471
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that one really should get those TS and PES energies and
structures from QM.

The history of transition state theory is outside the scope of
this publication. But we shall give a brief historical discussion.
In the 1962 book aptly entitled The Transition State, based on
a symposium held at Sheffield on April 3 and 4, 1962, soon to be
Nobelist George Porter wrote,

“Transition-state or activated-complex theory is generally
associated with the ideas of Wigner, Eyring, Polanyi, and Evans
which were put forward in the early 1930s. The idea of repre-
senting the reaction in terms of a potential energy surface and
calculating the rate of passage over this surface is one which
made an immediate appeal, especially one with the equilibrium
assumption which made possible the application of familiar
statistical thermodynamical concepts to rate processes.”169

In his 1935 breakthrough paper, Henry Eyring acknowledged
that bonding is due to the distribution of electrons in a mole-
cule, which must be calculated by quantum chemistry.
However, he calculated “the reaction rates by the methods of
statistical mechanics (or kinetic theory), if one assumes the
aforementioned forces to be known.”170

In their 1935 breakthrough paper, Meredith Evans and
Michael Polyani did not discuss quantum mechanics except
briey in their ref. 10 in which they said,
Table 1 “Houk's quadrant”a,b illustrates four global categories of chemic

Qualitative

So “heuristic” theories Electronic effects56,58

Steric effects75

Stereoelectronic effects175–1

Pearson's hard and so acid
Pre-Hückel “aromaticity” in
and Crocker's sextet36

Curly arrow pushing178,179

Hard “quantum chemical based” theories State and correlation diagra
Walsh diagrams189

Woodward-Hoffmann select

Hückel/Möbius allowed/forb

Perturbation theory based o
diagrams190

a Houk's quadrant is named aer Kendall N. Houk in honor of his 80th birth
the course of his career, he has utilized both so and hard theories, e
nomenclature is modelled aer “Pasteur's quadrant” that distinguishes
and considerations of use (yes or no), thereby forming a 2 � 2 matrix.191

For example, the earliest mentions of potential energy surfaces were q
states of complex molecules. We posit that the discussion of what catego
itself pedagogical and one of the values of the table, not one of its decit
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“the substitution of the collision number by the statistical
probability of the collided state (Fahrzustand) has been pre-
sented by one of the authors (Z. physic., 1920, I, 90) in a paper
which applied the transition state method, using the concepts
of the old quantum theory. It has been pointed out (Z. Electro-
chem., 1920, 62, 228) that the method overcomes the difficulty
arising when one introduces the Arrhenius equation into the
equilibrium constant, since it leads to the exact form of the
reaction isochore.”171

A bit further into his Introduction, Porter summarized the
state of the art of transition state theory and quantum
mechanics as follows:

“Thinking over what has happened in the intervening
twenty-ve years [from 1935 to 1960], two things are apparent.
First, in some ways transition-state theory has not lived up to
the promise it then held. At that time there wasmuch interest in
calculating potential-energy surfaces and there must have been
a feeling that it was only a matter of time before quantitative
predictions of such surfaces became a reality. Twenty-ve years
later we are less optimistic. Indeed, in the matter of the
prediction of activation energies of all but the very simplest
reactions, not only have we no satisfactory absolute or semi-
empirical theory but we have not even a completely empirical
theory in which we can place much condence.”169
al principles, tools, and parameters, as used in 2022

Quantitative

Hammet equation62,67

Benson additivity rules for the estimation of
thermochemical properties180

77 Brønsted–Lowery acid-base theory181–183

and base theory69 Curtin–Hammett principle68,184

cluding Robinson's Activation barriers based on statistical
mechanics (see Eyring170 and Evans and
Polanyi171)
Molecular mechanics calculations185,186

Transition state theory based on statistical
mechanics162,163

Post-transition state bifurcations based on
mathematical/symmetry arguments187,188

ms117,131 Hückel “aromaticity”27–29

Fukui's IRC (intrinsic reaction coordinate)191

ion rules122 Potential energy surfaces based on
computational quantum chemistry187

(variational) transition state theory applied
using QM154,188

idden rules132,133 Post-transition state bifurcations explored with
QM and QM-based molecular dynamics155–157

n orbital mixing Torquoselectivity192,193

day (February 27, 2023) and is modeled aer Pasteur's Quadrant.194 Over
ach in qualitative and quantitative ways as the science required. This
the quest for fundamental understanding (yes or no) with applications
b Several of the examples in this table represent borderline situations.
ualitative yet today, PESs are calculated for both ground and excited
ry a certain concept is, especially in borderline or ambiguous cases, is
s.
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Of course, we know today, 60 years further down the road,
that high powered quantum chemical calculations are the
norm. Even some experimental organic chemists have become
computational quantum chemists. Nonetheless, we also
understand the slow but steady development that was required
to move from the so ideas of the early 20th century to the
sophistication of quantum chemical calculations – hard theory
– of the 21st century. The models of Eyring170 and Evans and
Polanyi171 did not depend on getting energies from quantum
chemistry; those models were so.
Scheme 1 The Curtin–Hammett principle, for a compound that exists
in two conformations or two isomers, each of which reacts to form
a different product. More complex Curtin–Hammett type systems,
e.g., schemes that involve second order reactions,68,174 have more
complex mathematical expressions for the product ratio(s). None-
theless, all these are soft theories regardless of their qualitative–
quantitative nature.

Fig. 10 The free energy diagram for the reaction of maleic anhydride wit
level computational quantum chemistry calculations by Chen, Houk et a
using hard theory. The results of the calculations were consistent with the
Seeman, K. N. Houk, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 12506–12519, http
and Sons.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
During these developmental years, from the 1930s until the
1960s and 1970s when the rst quantum chemically-derived TSs
and PESs were calculated for complex molecules, chemists
mostly used the concepts of transition states and potential
energy surfaces qualitatively, knowing little about quantum
chemistry and having no quantum chemical data to support
their suppositions. It was a time of blended so and hard
theories. And this blend is evident in the derivation of the table
that appears in Section 6.

6. Qualitative and quantitative soft
and hard theories

In discussions with colleagues and even amongst ourselves,
there is a tendency to consider quantitative so theory as being
“hard.” But in our taxonomy, hard theories refer only to
approaches that involve doing quantum chemistry. The solu-
tion to this confusion is to realize that both so and hard
theories can be either qualitative or quantitative. This is shown
in Table 1 which includes examples of all four categories.

Take as a representative case the concept of activation
barriers. Activation barriers can, of course, be determined from
kinetics experiments, and with high precision. Such kinetics-
based data is quantitative and relevant to transition states,
but is not, in our taxonomy, hard or based on quantum chem-
istry. Knowing the Arrhenius-determined energy barrier for
h the 1,3,5-cycloheptatriene! norcaradiene system obtained by high
l.195 While this is a Curtin–Hammett kinetic system,68,174 it was analyzed
experimentally observed product.196,197 Reprinted from P.-P. Chen, J. I.
s://doi.org/10.1002/anie.202003279 with permission from John Wiley
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Table 2 Examples of the chronological progression from “qualitative soft” to “quantitative hard”: for steric effects and for electronic effects

Steric effects Electronic effects

Qualitative so From the 1870s observation of steric effects in
the alkylation of amines51,52

Robinson's198,199 and Ingold's58 electronic
theories

Quantitative so Ta's linear free energy relationships76 and
force eld calculations of steric effects75

Hammett's equations61,62

Qualitative hard VSEPR (valence shell electron pair
repulsion)200,201

Through-bond effects by eHT202–204

Quantitative hard Numerous quantitative evaluations based on
quantum chemical calculations that have their
beginnings in the 1970s and early
1980s.75,84,205,206

Various avors of energy decomposition
analysis158,167
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a reaction does not provide the structure of a transition state,
nor even which step in a reaction is rate-determining. This and
other experimental data can be connected to results obtained
from quantum chemistry, but it in no way anticipates those
results. Kinetics experiments reside in a so universe, but,
when well done, are quantitative and immensely useful. The key
point here is that the distinction between so and hard is not
one of data quality; it is one of data origin.

We now examine another much used concept in organic
chemistry from the early 1950s, the Curtin–Hammett principle
(Scheme 1).68 Scheme 1 is the simplest kinetic system repre-
senting a compound that exists inmultiple conformations, each
of which reacts to give a different product. The Curtin–Ham-
mett principle obtains only when the rates of interconversion of
the reactant conformations (or isomeric forms) are much faster
than the rates of reaction. According to the original derivation
and interpretations of the Curtin–Hammett principle, the
experimental product ratio is independent of the conforma-
tional equilibrium and equal to the difference in free energies
between the two reaction transition states (eqn. (2)). Subse-
quently, it was explained that the product ratio was also equal to
the product of the conformational equilibrium distribution
times the ratio of reaction rate constants (eqn. (3)).172,173 For
either of these two applications, one is using quantitative so
theory.

We now jump to the era of high-quality computational
quantum chemistry. Fig. 10 illustrates the use of hard theory for
a chemical reaction also described by the Curtin–Hammett
principle. In this latter instance, Houk et al. reported the
computed free energy diagram for the reaction of maleic
anhydride with the 1,3,5-cycloheptatriene ! norcaradiene
equilibrating system. The quantum calculations provided the
energies and structures of the reacting isomers as well as the
transition states for three possible reactions and were consis-
tent with the experimental results, i.e., 1,3,5-cycloheptatriene is
far more stable than norcaradiene yet the predominant product
is the endo adduct of norcaradiene. This is an example of using
hard theory to quantify and extend so theoretical results.

We acknowledge that the distinction between so and hard
parameters (and even theories) is, at least at rst, complicated
and for some, confusing. We now add a layer that adds
complexity and almost certainly more confusion. How should
one classify applications that combine so theory with hard
11474 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486
theory or that have transitioned from so to hard over time? For
example, in what category within the Houk quadrant (Table 1) is
molecular mechanics (MM) placed?

Molecular mechanics uses classical mechanics to predict
geometries and energies of molecular systems. That being said,
certain parts of MM force elds are derived from quantum
chemistry. For example, the bond length and angle terms are
typically modeled as harmonic potentials which are centered
around equilibrium bond-length values. Those bond-length
values are oen derived from high level quantum chemistry
calculations. Does that make MM a hard theory? We think not.
In MM calculations, there are no electrons treated explicitly, so
the MM model is not doing quantum chemistry. In MM, hard
theory is oen done to get parameters but so theory, i.e.,
molecular mechanics, is done to get geometries and energies.

We suggest that the key is whether a method involves DOING
quantum mechanics — that is clearly a hard model — versus
USING some quantum chemistry — that would be so. We
acknowledge that MM is a bridged model that is different than
not using any quantum chemistry. But MM remains a classical
mechanics model. In a sense, MM is a so theory in which
quantum chemistry helped make it quantitative.

We add three comments. First, for the past century, predic-
tions have been based on so theories and, of course more
recently, on hard theories. These predictions typically don't
suggest exclusive reactions, just possible reactions. In other
words, one generally predicts whether a given reaction is feasible,
not what else might happen in a real laboratory experiment.

Second, we note that the nomenclature of both so and hard
theories can be applied to results as well as theories.

Third, as discussed above, over the course of time, some qual-
itative so theories have progressed through a sequence as shown
in Table 2. This illustrates that some properties or even theories
can, in their earliest forms, be rather primitive but can progress,
over time, to quantitative quantum chemical-based theories.

7. When the language of soft theory is
called upon to explain hard theory.
“Unforeseeable knowledge”

At some time in the process of performing computational
chemistry, one is almost always faced with the question: what
does all this data mean?
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Hoffmann discussed the meaning of “explanation” within
the context of the value of “computations” in a very insightful
essay published almost 25 years ago.207 Hoffmann discussed the
complexity of chemistry, writing:

“Given that complexity, there is a natural tendency on the
part of the computational theorist to think that there can be no
single, simplied explanation. and to be loath to give such an
explanation to experimentalists, especially in their own
language, based as it is on vague, time-honored contexts which
may bear no relation to what you calculate.”207

Now, 25 years aer Hoffmann's words, we take his analyses
one step further. We ask another question: in what words do we
describe the results?

The literature of today and even in several years past reveals
that computational chemists have responded to one important
set of consumers for their research – the experimentalists – by
providing not only data but also, if not primarily, explanations
and understanding. Frequently, those explanations are fur-
nished in the well-used language of their consumers, which
originated within so theory: steric and electronic and stereo-
electronic effects; conformational preferences; and so on. These
terms are within the vocabularies of the well-known so theo-
ries. But make no mistake: while the quantum chemistry-based
data is being summarized in terms of so theory vocabulary, the
knowledge and understanding are still based on hard theory.
The computational chemists are adopting a so teaching
strategy but are still, and only, discussing hard theory.

In relation to the categorization of so and hard theories, it
may seem confusing to use the language of so theories to
denote phenomena that hard theories are today explaining. The
justication which is implicit in the logic used by current
practitioners and which we affirm is as follows: they are actually
describing the same phenomena, just today within hard theory
applications while in the past, it was within so theory appli-
cations. It would be counterproductive to invent new terms for
the same phenomena.208

In contrast, according to Vincezo Politi, the conceptual
divide between classical biology and molecular biology has led
to scientists using the same terms but for different meanings.209

Politi referred to this multiplicity of language as “semantic
incommensurability.”209 Chemists, so far, have retained the
general meaning for the same words when using them with
both so and hard theories.

Occasionally, hard theory prompts experimentalists to use
hard theory language because a long-standing so model
nomenclature was not previously used. Take, for example, the
relatively recent recognition that favorable dispersion interac-
tions can play key roles in structure, reactivity, selectivity and
catalysis.160,210 While dispersion was, of course, not unknown to
experimental chemists, it was not generally used as one of the
go-to so rationales for observations, i.e., steric effects, stereo-
electronic effects, hydrogen-bonding and the like. But now the
relevance of favorable dispersion has become appreciated
enough that it is invoked in a so manner! Of course, many
concepts from quantum chemical theory are routinely used by
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
experimentalists, including such classical terms as “dis-
rotatory” and “conrotatory” to more modern ideas such as
“conical intersection” and “post transition state
bifurcation.”154,163,211–213

In some cases, however, the language of hard theory is used
by theoreticians and physical chemists to explain experimental
results, e.g., in discussions of selectivity in synthetic organic
reactions, but is not embraced by the experimental community.
Examples include much of the language of the Atoms-in-
Molecules (AIM)214 and Molecular Electron Density Theory
(MEDT)215 approaches, e.g., “bond critical points,” “gradient
vector elds,” “monosynaptic basins,” “pseudoradical centres,”
etc. Why has not more of such nomenclature made its way into
interdisciplinary language? Perhaps the synthetic chemists are
not reading the more theoretical papers; and perhaps the
authors of the theoretical papers are not writing them and
publishing them such that experimental chemists are attracted
to them. Or perhaps the need has not yet developed by the
experimental community to discuss those concepts.

Finding the vocabulary of so theories useful to explain the
results of hard theory is related to one of the forms of knowledge,
sometimes called “unknown unknowns.”216 According to Drew,

“Unknown unknowns are pieces of knowledge that we do not
have and equally are unaware that we don't have it. This is
information that may be beyond our comprehension and
indeed beyond our wildest dreams. It has never even entered
our minds that unknown unknowns are a possibility.”217

We suggest that chemists developing and using so theories
that were later established as valid by quantum chemistry is
knowledge more sophisticated than “unknown unknowns.” We
believe that they had some anticipation that the future would
validate and certify their so theories. Of course, they could not
have anticipated exactly how that would happen. But they had
the condence, as judged by their continuous and even
expanded use of their so theories. These so theories were
correct and useful until the hard theories provided the theo-
retical underpinning. We propose calling this kind of knowl-
edge “unforeseeable knowledge.”

8. Scientiometric analysis on the
chronological transition from soft
theory to a blend of soft and hard
theories

Bibliometric data supports the conclusion that a dramatic
transition occurred in the late 1960s in organic chemistry, from
a so theory-base to a quantum chemistry-base for its structural
and mechanistic explanations. Fig. 11 shows SciFinder's esti-
mate of the frequency of use of the Hammett equation since
1937. As mentioned above, the Hammett equation is a still-used
concept in physical organic chemistry to estimate and predict
the role of substitution in various reactions. As a so theory, the
Hammett equation was very popular in physical organic
chemistry in the 1960s and 1970s, and its use has tailed off but
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486 | 11475



Fig. 11 Number of SciFinder “hits” for “Hammett equation” from 1937 (one hit) to 2021. “Hits' refers to the number of publications in which the
search term is found at least once in either the publication's title, abstract, or concepts list. The maximum number of hits was 100 in 1968.
Although the Hammett equation was first published by Hammett in 1937,61,62 its use continues well into the 2020s.
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has not disappeared completely over the succeeding decades.
This is evidence of both (a) the transition from “so theory and
reasoning by analogy” to hard theory and quantum chemistry
that began in the mid-1960s; and (b) the continued effective use
of so theory by chemists into present times. Keep in mind that
these numbers are not normalized to the total number of
chemistry publications per year which has also grown
substantially over the decades.

That a major transition in the practice of chemistry occurred
in themid-1960s can be seen from the SciFinder “hits” shown in
Fig. 12. The term “molecular orbital” rst appears in the Sci-
Finder search in 1935, with three papers by Robert S. Mul-
liken,218–220 then papers by John E. Lennard–Jones,221 and
Charles Coulson including co-authors H. C. Longuet–Higgins
and Dewar,222–233 and a 1938 singly-authored paper by George
Wheland.234 Not surprisingly, these are the premier theoretical
chemists of the era – two of whom, Longuet–Higgins131 and
Dewar134,135,235 made seminal contributions to the concept of
orbital symmetry control of pericyclic reactions.

The number of hits prior to 1966 are substantial, even
though a quick look at Fig. 12 would suggest otherwise. For
Fig. 12 Number of SciFinder “hits” for “molecular orbital” from 1935 (thre
search term is found at least once in either the publication's title, abstract
rise begins in the mid-1960s and continues with an acceleration in the l
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example, in 1959, there were 166 abstracts identied with this
search term by SciFinder. These pre-1966 hits reect the papers
by theoretical chemists. However, aer 1965 – aer the Wood-
ward–Hoffmann rules – the increase is due to the publications
by (or for) organic chemists.

Organic chemistry has undergone leaps in its use of tech-
nology and understanding from the days of isomer counting,
Hammett equations, arrow-pushing, and so theory. That does
not mean that so theories and other qualitative insights have
been abandoned. Rather, so theories and reasoning by
analogy were used and continue to be used as talking points and
stepping stones to more rigorous and fundamental quantum
chemical theory explanations.

Woodward and Hoffmann opened the door for chemists of
all levels to apply quantum chemistry in their own research.
Chemists from around the world noticed the unique capabil-
ities to answer experimental questions quickly and simply. The
door swung widely open, and chemists today perform compu-
tational quantum chemistry as an adjunct to their research and
ultimately, for some chemists, as their major chemical
contributions.
e hits) to 2021. “Hits' refers to the number of publications in which the
, or concepts list. The maximum number of hits was 9959 in 2020. The
ate 1990s.
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9. Can All Soft Theories Be Made
Hard? Should All Hard Theories Be
made Quantitative?

Are there cases where so theories should not or perhaps better,
could not be made hard? Hoffmann stated,

“. most concepts in chemistry that have proven productive
in the design of new experiments are not reducible to physics.
By this I mean that they cannot be redened adequately using
only the language of physics. To be specic, I'm thinking of
aromaticity, the acid-base concept, the idea of a functional
group, a substituent effect, and that of a chromophore. And let
us not forget the chemical bond. Few, if any, new molecules
would have been made if we had waited around for rigorous
denitions of these productive thought constructions.”236

We take Roald Hoffmann's words as points for future
research, not “Do Not Enter” signs. In our opinion, ultimately
the basis for every so theory needs to be found within
quantum chemistry; if it isn't, then its utility is questionable
and ultimately should disappear. A stronger so theory or any
type of hard theory should be its replacement. Essentially, we
ask: should we accept false so theories because they work?
Rather, ought not the theorists be able to provide easy to use
theories that have a strong basis in quantum chemistry?

We bring up one of our favorite examples and one of our
favorite tools: arrow pushing. When rst learning organic
chemistry, students are introduced to the practice of “arrow-
pushing” or “curly/curved arrow” notation. In short, curly
arrows are used to indicate where electrons that change loca-
tions during a reaction originated in a reactant (the tail of the
arrow) and where they ended up in a product (where the head of
the arrow points) (Fig. 13). The development of this practice has
a long history.179,237–239 Some theoretical chemists have attached
additional meaning to these arrows, related to the path that
electrons follow between reactants and products.20,179,240 As of
today's knowledge, associating such meaning with the arrows is
inappropriate – the arrows are simply a bookkeeping tool.

One problem is that using curly arrows requires the user to
choose canonical resonance structures of reactants and prod-
ucts, which are not complete quantum chemical representa-
tions of molecules with delocalized electrons. How the electron
density changes as a molecule transforms from reactant to
Fig. 13 Two arrow-pushing representations (a and b) for a water molec

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
product is (to us and others)241 worth knowing and computable
with quantum chemistry. The issue is just that claiming that
characterizing such changes in electron density corresponds to
“making curly arrows real” distorts the connection between
a somodel and a hard model and could diminish the utility of
the somodel by encouragingmisinterpretations by consumers
(both novices and practicing organic chemists) when those
creating such pictures adhere to the limits associated with the
original model.241–243

Another example is the simplest use of valence bond (VB)
theory – the chemical pictographs we use daily, and which
appear in all chemistry journals, the non-quantum chemical
version of VB theory. This is clearly a so model with tremen-
dous utility, utility that might be diminished if only the hard
version of VB theory was used. Yet the use of this simple VB
model does not prepare most of us for much of organometallic
chemistry or for molecules having penta- and hexacoordinate
carbon atoms.244–248 Narrow pedagogy, e.g., the focus on tetra-
coordinate carbon as a law of nature – which, of course, it is not
– hampers thinking outside that box. We acknowledge the
multitude of complex factors that inuence the content of
textbooks, but we encourage teachers to consider pointing out
that there is more to chemistry than the compartmentalized
and simplied world oen portrayed in these texts. Flexible
thinking, of course, allows for advances in research and again
speaks to the value of plurality in chemistry. Pluralism in
science3,6,83,249,250 goes hand in hand with exible thinking and
consideration of all the experimental and theoretical data.251

Of course, not all so theories can be made hard. Some so
theories have been discarded long ago, as they fail to mirror new
experimental data, such as in “domino rotations” to explain
unimolecular valence isomerizations.252,253 They were wrong to
begin with. Some so theories are ‘right’ for the wrong reasons.
That is, they are consistent with the available experimental data
but they do so by happy – or unhappy – coincidence.254–256 Exam-
ples include the so theories that “explain” the stability of the
hexagonal structure of benzene,90 and the attractive effects of some
otherwise steric effects due to favorable dispersion effects.210,257

And are there cases of hard theories that should not be made
qualitative? Another long-standing concept that is taught to
novices and utilized on a daily basis by practicing organic
chemists is the idea of atom hybridization, e.g., the carbonyl
carbon in protonated acetone is sp2 hybridized, while the
methyl carbons are sp3 hybridized.258,259 This concept is gener-
ally introduced to students when initially describing the
ule adding to protonated acetone.
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bonding in organic molecules as consisting of two-electron
bonds between adjacent atoms. Oen, students are instructed
to count howmany atoms are connected to a carbon, use that to
determine its hybridization, then use an appropriate hybrid
orbital on that carbon to pair with one on another atom to make
a bond. In this sense, the hybridization concept is circular
reasoning,14 in that one must know the answer – the type of
bond formed – before one can choose the hybrid orbitals to use.
And basis sets for quantum chemical calculations generally do
not include hybridized orbitals. For these reasons and others,
some have advocated for the removal of the hybridization
concept from the organic chemistry curriculum.260,261

Like many so theories, hybridization has tremendous prac-
tical utility. But does its practical utility fade when one tries to
make it quantitative? When one generates a wave function, one
can check on the contributions of s and p orbitals centered on
each atom (although that is oen not trivial to accomplish with
complex basis sets and complex soware) and determine the s-
and p-character at any atom.262,263 Doing so results in fractional or
non-integer hybridizations.264,265 There are certainly cases where
that information is useful,266 but it is difficult to argue that
knowing that one molecule has a carbon with sp2.11 hybridization
while an analog has a carbon with sp2.09 hybridization is useful.
So, context is key. There is no question that qualitative and
quantitative models of hybridization are readily available, but one
should not assume that the quantitative model is always the one
that will push learning forward.

So, aer all this, we nd ourselves arguing to keep some so
theories so and some hard theories qualitative. We recognize
the value – sometimes – in models that cannot be made hard by
their nature. For example, arrow-pushing is not really a struc-
tural model; rather it is an immensely useful book-keeping tool
that encourages students and researchers to think about other
models based on quantum chemistry (e.g., frontier molecular
orbital theory). We also recognize that the quantication of
some models, e.g., hybridization, while perfectly valid, may not
add value and may actually induce confusion or accidentally
encourage the overinterpretation of computed data.
10. Quantitative analyses without
understanding

Is it possible for hard theory to advance to the point where
predictions are routinely made and used without providing an
understanding of the origins of the observed phenomena? Or
perhaps this is the savior of seeking so theories, to provide
descriptors for hard theories?

Some scientists worry about any tool that is used as a “black
box.” There is not agreement as to whether black boxes are good
or bad. Let us consider the use of sophisticated computational
quantum chemistry and its associated soware – oen provided
by others upon whom computational chemists rely but whose
names and the derivations of their soware may be unknown.
On one hand, readily available soware – the black box, in this
instance – allows the benets of theory to be distributed widely
and oen inexpensively. On the other, black box soware comes
11478 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 11461–11486
with the danger of misapplication. Black box soware also
facilitates doing without thinking and learning.

Here is amodern example with which we have been involved:
the use of quantum chemistry to compute NMR chemical shis
(and coupling constants).73,154 While current computational
chemists and their students, for example, need to know how to
run the soware used to compute chemical shis, how to
process the results of these calculations, how to deal with the
problems of solvation and multiple contributing conformers –

a rather daunting collection of scholarly requirements – the
black box users need not know the details of the quantum
chemistry that is hidden within the connes of the soware.
Some students (and their professors) do, and some do not, and
some do not at the outset but do so in time. Nonetheless, these
chemists can use hard theory to learn about molecular struc-
tures and, in doing so, empower laboratory experiments (even
total syntheses)267–270 and shine light on aspects of chemical
history.73,154 Such calculations have proven essential, since so
theories for predicting NMR chemical shis, which are based
on reasoning by analogy (e.g., being a certain distance from
a certain functional group is expected to affect a chemical shi
by a certain magnitude), are not capable of distinguishing
between closely related structures, i.e., oen there are many
related structures that t the qualitative predictions.

We would modify Coulson's plea, “Give us insight, not
numbers,“271–273 to “Give us insight along with more numbers,”
a statement that we have recently learned (quite indirectly, via
a footnote in a paper by others) has been used by Frenking aswell.273
11. Today's quantum theories are not
perfect

If quantum chemical “hard theory” promises unique, solid
answers to chemical problems, what does it mean when two
quantum chemical explanations for the same phenomenon
differ? One issue that stretches the limits of quantum chemistry
in constructing models of organic structure and reactivity is the
fact that electron density in molecules is delocalized, while
organic chemists tend to make arguments based on discrete
fragments of molecules (bonds, functional groups) and inter-
actions between them. A quantum chemistry-based approach to
this problem is energy decomposition analysis.167 In this
approach, a wave function is “decomposed” into parts associ-
ated with physical concepts like Pauli repulsion, donor–
acceptor orbital interactions, etc. Energies can be associated
with each, and these parts can be associated with substructures
within molecules such that the difference between the sum of
the molecular parts and the whole molecule is used as
a measure of interaction. The lack of universal agreement on
how wave functions should be decomposed and on how
molecular substructures should be dened,158 and the fact that
the language used to name each decomposed “part” is oen
derived from so theory (see Section 2), does not make the
theory so.158

Classic examples include the debate over the relative
importance of unfavorable steric repulsion (dened here as 4-
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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electron orbital interactions) and favorable donor–acceptor (2-
electron) orbital interactions (hyperconjugation) in controlling
the staggered versus eclipsed conformational preference in
ethane,257,274–279 and the debate over the origins (e.g., relative
importance of electrostatic v, donor–acceptor orbital interac-
tions) of the anomeric effect.280 In these cases, we have the
physics, but the delocalized “reality” creates discord with the
so approach of fragment-based models. As described above,
experimental organic chemists oen crave models described in
so terms and many theoreticians (one of the authors of this
paper (DJT) included) try to deliver these. In some cases,
though, doing so requires implementing approximations that
increase the qualitative nature of a calculation and conse-
quently swing open the doors to disagreement. We each must
carry out our own cost–benet analysis in such situations to
decide whether to enter the fray. Confusion in hard theories
does not make them so.

In addition, while rapid and robust methods for fully
quantum chemical treatments of explicit solvation, protein
structures, photochemical reactions of complex molecules, etc.
are still not readily available, the quantum chemical principles
for treating them are known. The absence of technology for the
implementation of improvements to the use of a methodology
does not turn a hard theory into a so one. It may, however,
keep a qualitative theory from becoming a quantitative theory,
either within the so or hard domain.
12. Soft versus hard theory: sources
for joy and fulfillment to a scientist

A reviewer asked,

“There is a basic difference between the excitement of an
organic chemist and a computational chemist, when the former
can hold up crystals while the latter can talk with glowing eyes
about the fourth digit in a bond length. Will this be an equiv-
alent source of joy and fulllment to these chemists?”

We suspect that the reviewer was being intentionally contro-
versial. Surely there are theoretical and computational discov-
eries that go far beyond the trivial, even if the trivial is real. And
this goes for experimental chemistry as well as theoretical
chemistry. We believe – indeed, we have observed – real joy,
excitement, and fulllment in the discovery of quantum chem-
ical phenomena. Indeed, we have experienced that ourselves.

For example, DJT remembers vividly the aernoon when he
realized how to design a reaction with a post transition state
bifurcation. This realization came from his mind combining two
different results from quantum chemical studies (both his and
others'): (1) many secondary carbocations are not minima on
PESs, but are actually transition structures for carbocation rear-
rangements, and (2) post transition state bifurcations are fol-
lowed by a second transition state that interconverts the two
products. The leap made in DJT's mind (a seemingly simple leap
in retrospect) was that a secondary carbocation could serve as this
second transition state and be accessed from a higher energy
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
transition state for a well-known process like leaving-group loss or
alkene protonation. Joy is indeed the correct word for the feeling
accompanying this realization. This design served as the basis for
a key section of a subsequent funded grant and was ultimately
put to the test through a new collaboration with a synthetic
chemist (soon to be published) that DJT hopes will increase the
interest of synthetic organic chemists in hard theory.

JIS will never forget his joy when he rst fully appreciated
that classical explanations were unable to solve the pericyclic
no-mechanism problem128 and that there was a theoretical unity
in all the quantum chemistry-based mechanistic explanations
of orbital symmetry control. JIS also experienced an eye-
popping joy in his own personal discovery, during a pedagog-
ical Zoom session with Roald Hoffmann, when he was invited to
see the ability to predict the instability of cyclobutadiene by
using simple perturbation theory (by bringing 1,3-butadiene's
C(1) closer to C(4)).

13. The future

In 1929, Paul A. M. Dirac stated that

“the underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical
theory of . the whole of chemistry are thus completely known,
and the difficulty is only that the exact application of these laws
leads to equations much too complicated to be soluble.”281

Time has surely demonstrated that Dirac's prediction has
proven to be so wrong, as was IBM's president who said in 1943,
“I think there is a world market for maybe ve computers,”282

and the founder of Digital Equipment Corporation who said in
1977, “There is no reason anyone would want a computer in
their home.”282

But what of the future? Nowadays, quantum chemical
calculations are oen being replaced by other techniques. Some
scientists are developing statistics-based methods, oen
involving machine learning, to predict NMR chemical shis283

or chemical reactivities284 or biological properties – as well as
host of other important properties of molecules for which
quantum chemistry has been the go-to tool.285 Is this a trend
toward so theory and reasoning by analogy? One goal of this
trend is super-fast predictions – quantum chemical methods
can be slow. The danger is that statistics-based methods are not
guaranteed to work when faced with unexpected chemistry, i.e.,
extrapolations beyond the populations of the databases used to
create the statistical models. Developing such methods requires
large data sets for “training” and, ironically, these data sets are
oen generated using quantum chemical calculations.
Approximations and insights look to have a future for some
time still.

14. Conclusions

We offer the following conclusions:
� So explanations were sufficient models1 to explain most

of experimental chemistry until the 1950s and 1960s when
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experimental chemistry began to produce an avalanche of
complex reactions with exquisite stereochemical properties and
previously unknown bonding patterns that required quantum
chemical explanations.

� Quantum chemical explanations for molecular spectros-
copy began to be published in the 1930s and 1940s, however,
that interdisciplinary model did not transfer to other subdis-
ciplines of chemistry.

� Beginning in the early-to-mid-1960s, a conuence of
circumstances set off the explosive power of computational
quantum chemistry: an abundance of chemical results that
were not interpretable by so theory; improvements in
computer technology; advancements in quantum chemical
theory; and the model of the Woodward–Hoffmann collabora-
tion and the synergy between theory and experiment.

� Quantum chemistry's explanatory and predictive reach is
broad. It is relevant to all known chemistry, and as it goes
beyond the universe of experimental chemistry. Quantum
chemistry can provide fundamental explanations for all so
theory conjectures or invalidate them. Computational quantum
chemistry can uncover information that is hidden from the
vision of so theory.

� Computational quantum chemistry's explanatory and
predictive reach is deep and extensive. It can explore potential
energy surfaces and molecular dynamics in ground and excited
states. Quantum chemistry can explore the chemistry of mole-
cules not yet made and even those that are unmakeable.
Quantum chemistry can devise experimental conditions that
would be expensive if not impossible to implement.

� Quantum chemistry has thus justied many of the so
theories advanced and used by chemists for decades. That
quantum chemistry has provided some measure of justication
for the so theories of the past indicates much credit is
deserved by those chemists of the past who had this unfore-
seeable knowledge.

� Quantum chemistry has revealed new phenomena that go
beyond the realm of pre-1960s chemistry. New nomenclature
has thus been required, e.g., “conrotatory” and “disrotatory”,
“post-transition state bifurcations,” “intrinsic reaction coordi-
nates,” and “conical intersections,” to cite just a few.

� The use of so theory ideas and nomenclature to describe
hard theory results is a pragmatic pedagogical and commu-
nicating device. This is especially justied when explaining
so theory phenomena which have been rigorously estab-
lished by quantum chemistry. We believe in the pluralism of
science, that there are many useful models1 and ways to do
science and to explain its wonders. The use of so theories,
especially the ideas and nomenclature of so theory, along
with quantum chemistry and computational chemistry adds to
the accessibility and understanding of the science that
continues to create itself.

We add one nal caveat that is well known: quantum
chemistry is not a nished science. One of its greatest chal-
lenges is to model reactions in normal solvents. Until this and
other problems are satisfactorily solved, quantum chemistry
cannot be considered a fully developed tool.
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15. Coda

There has been some discussion in the recent literature about
the danger of “hype” in the chemical literature.286–288 We
wonder: is hype less likely to appear in research that deals with
so theory than with hard theory? This is a topic for future
research.
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